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INSTITUTIONALIZING U.S.–RUSSIAN COOPERATION IN CENTRAL EURASIA

INTRODUCTION

By the mid-2000s, “Central Eurasia” had
become a widely accepted term in ana-
lytical discourse and policy planning,

denoting a geostrategic nexus between Russia,
China, the Caucasus, the Middle East (Iran and
Turkey), and South Asia (India and Pakistan).
Now the time may be ripe to match this inno-
vation in terminology with substantive political
action that could help address many of Central
Eurasia’s development and security issues.

For the purposes of this paper, Central
Eurasia includes, in strict terms, the five post-
Soviet countries of Central Asia (Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan) and Afghanistan. It should be
remembered, however, that in reality the set of
political, economic, and security problems that
originate in these six countries extend beyond
their borders to the neighboring parts of Russia,
China, Pakistan, Iran, and even India. Although
the following analysis is focused on the five
post-Soviet states of Central Asia, it raises, by
implication, a whole set of issues that bear
directly on the security and economic develop-
ment of many more countries across Eurasia—
literally, from the Atlantic to Pacific coasts of
the continent.

Several studies of the region have suggested
that economic progress and security in the
region are part of a vicious circle in which
reform cannot progress without security, yet
increasing security inhibits reform efforts.
Unless the destabilizing risks of terrorism and
extremism are reduced by “traditional” power
instruments—such as military or police force
and intelligence—progress along the path to
democratic rule and market economies can

hardly be achieved.1 Yet hardening security poli-
cies without due regard for the socio-economic
roots of security problems can only lead a coun-
try into an impasse of authoritarian and ineffi-
cient rule. It is therefore crucial to pursue a
“double-track” strategy of promoting socio-
economic development while at the same time
increasing both the internal and external securi-
ty of Central Eurasian countries. One of the
promising projects in this regard is to build an
institutional structure that will involve some of
the key outside players in improving the eco-
nomic environment and enhance stability in the
region, with the benefits extending far beyond
Central Eurasia.

This paper starts off by outlining the interests
of Russia, China and the United States as major
outside players in the region. It continues with
an analysis of the common U.S.-Russian agen-
da for Central Asia. I conclude with suggestions
on ways to upgrade the existing institutional
arrangements in Central Eurasia to a new level
which could both benefit the five post-Soviet
countries of Central Asia and become a long-
term Russian-American cooperative project. In
contrast to other areas of U.S.-Russian cooper-
ation, such a project can be founded on a cer-
tain commonality of values between the two
sides, thereby helping to transcend the limits of
pragmatism that have been stymieing U.S.-
Russian relations for the past decade and a half.

GREAT POWERS IN CENTRAL EURASIA:
STAKES AND INTERESTS
The purpose of this study warrants only a lim-
ited overview of the interests and stakes that
major external powers have in the region. The
following section looks at the dilemmas Russia,

 



China, and the United States face in their
approaches to Central Eurasia.

Russia
The set of Russian interests in Central Eurasia
appears to be the most intricate. These interests
are distributed across the spectrum of Russian
economic and political agents seeking to harness
the power of the state to their own cause.

Russia’s primary interest in the region is ener-
gy. Russia seeks to ensure the participation of its
companies in the extraction of energy resources
in the region and the transportation of oil and gas
to international markets. Russian companies are
investing in a whole variety of projects—from
developing Kazakh oil and Uzbek gas fields to
producing electricity in Tajikistan. Yet in the most
lucrative cases, Russian companies face strong
pressures from their foreign competitors as well as
from governments of such countries as
Kazakhstan who are cautious not to become too
dependent on their powerful neighbor. For exam-
ple, during the summit of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization in Astana in July 2005,
an agreement was signed between Rosneft and
the Kazakh state oil company to develop the off-
shore Kurmangazy oil field in the Caspian Sea.
The joint project, as currently planned, will be
undertaken on production-sharing terms. It was
“blessed” by the two governments, which also
signed a memorandum on the strengthening of
cooperation in the field of energy and electric
power generation.2 The Kazakh authorities, how-
ever, have remained less-than-forthcoming in
allowing Russian companies to participate in the
extraction of oil in the main Kazakh oil fields.

Oil transportation routes from Central Asia
have been diversified over the past decade, thanks
to consistent efforts by governments and private
sector agents who sought to make downstream oil
flows more independent from the Russian
pipeline network. However, no such diversifica-
tion occurred in the transportation of natural gas.
Russia’s flagship state-controlled energy company
Gazprom has been successful in ensuring that the
exports of Turkmen gas are brought to European
markets through the Gazprom-owned pipeline
network in Kazakhstan and Russia.

An important component of Russia’s Central
Asia policy is protecting ethnic Russians in the
region. This goal has been receiving more atten-
tion since Moscow started to actively appeal to

Russian diasporas across the post-Soviet space in
2003–2004. While in the early 1990s the num-
ber of ethnic Russians living in Central Asian
republics was estimated at around 20 million, by
2005 this number shrank to 6 million, or 12 per-
cent of the Central Asian population.3 While
applying pressure on the leaders of such states as
Turkmenistan, who encroach on the rights of
Russian citizens or Russian-speaking minorities,
the Russian government seeks to employ ties
with Russian diasporas to promote various inter-
ests of the Russian state in Central Asia.

Central Asia is a source of cheap labor, both for
Russian private businesses and the public sector.
Given the current demographic trends in Russia,
Putin’s government has recognized that the
admission of greater numbers of foreign
migrants will be necessary to keep the country’s
economy afloat. The Kremlin also understands
that one of the few available incentives for a
continued influx of foreign workers is the possi-
bility of obtaining Russian citizenship in a rea-
sonably quick and legally transparent way. For
that purpose, some of the residency require-
ments for foreign nationals were eased in 2005,
opening better prospects for them to become
Russian citizens. Yet while trying to attract for-
eign workers, the problem Russia faces with
migration from Central Asia and elsewhere is
that it is almost impossible to regulate. Hence,
one of Russia’s main interests with regard to
Central Asia is to develop institutions and pro-
cedures that could help control the number of
migrants crossing into Russia from Central Asia
and the ways they accommodate themselves on
the Russian territory. The next step should be to
make employment procedures and incomes
earned by foreign migrants more transparent to
the tax authorities. At the same time, adequate
legal protection of Central Asian workers needs
to be ensured unless authorities in Moscow and
other large Russian cities are prepared to face a
potential “Paris scenario” of mass protests by
cohesive groups of disenfranchised migrants.

Large-scale migration and the challenge of
drug trafficking require establishing more effec-
tive controls over the Russian-Kazakh border in
a way that would not create insurmountable
obstacles to labor migration and trans-border
cooperation between Russia and Kazakhstan.
While it is hardly possible to deploy Schengen-
type control infrastructure and procedures on
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the border between Russia and Kazakhstan (the
longest continuous land border in the world),
some relatively low-cost measures could be
introduced to combat trafficking in drugs and
other contraband goods and prevent potential
spillovers of extremist activity from Central Asia
into Russia. Among such measures are improve-
ments in the system of screening of passengers,
luggage, and cargo on the major railway cross-
ings from Kazakhstan into Russia. At the same
time, as a direct neighbor of the Central Asian
region, Russia will never be able to completely
fence off the trends originating in Central Asia.
It is therefore in Russia’s interest to retain influ-
ence over internal developments in the region
by means of “soft” power—the ability to influ-
ence decision making in the states of the region
in key spheres bearing directly on Russia’s secu-
rity and economic development.

The need for effective border controls and a
transparent system for regulating migration are
reinforced by the risks of separatist and extrem-
ist movements which could result in regime
changes in Central Asia. Russian officials have
clearly indicated that they would not like to see
sudden changes of political elites in any of
Central Asian states out of the fear that new
authorities may display less willingness to heed
Russian economic and security interests.

Russia’s position resonates strongly with
Chinese thinking on “color revolutions” though
Beijing has not joined Moscow in openly criti-
cizing “external intervention” in the affairs of the
Central Asian states. Zhao Huasheng, a leading
Chinese expert on Central Asia and Russia,
pointed out that a change of president in a
Central Asian state could lead to “considerable
political and social turmoil and incur sharp turns
in foreign policy.” He emphasized that “political
struggle in the former Soviet Republics often
brings about serious upheaval and instability.”4

Since the time when regime changes occurred
in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan, Russia has
also indicated that it was concerned with
American activity in the region. Limiting U.S.
influence in Central Asia has apparently become one
of Russia’s core interests fully shared by the
Chinese and reflected in the strategies of
Russian—and Chinese—sponsored institutions.

While supporting China in matters related to
the U.S.’s role in Central Asia, Russia has anxi-
eties about the growth of Chinese economic

and political influence in the region. The need to
check China’s Central Asian aspirations may soon
outweigh Russia’s concerns about American
penetration of the region. As a prominent
observer of Russian-Chinese relations noted in
early 2005, “[A]lthough Moscow and Beijing
have been careful to underplay suggestions of
strategic rivalry, incipient tensions have emerged
even in today’s benign bilateral climate—in the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization where
each looks to assume the leading role, and on
the Korean question where Russia seeks to con-
strain—discreetly—Chinese assertiveness.”5 He
also indicated that “[T]he drawbacks to expand-
ed economic cooperation with China are by no
means negligible [for Russia – M.T.]. Oil and
gas exports to China help drive the furious pace
of modernization in that country, a moderniza-
tion fundamental to its transformation into a
global power. Similarly, the transfer of arms and
weapons technology enhances Chinese military
capabilities, with potential consequences not
only for regional stability, but also for Russia’s
own long-term security (including the possibil-
ity that such hardware and know-how could
one day be used against it).”6

China
China has a host of important interests in
Central Asia. First and foremost, Central Asia is
one of the main targets in China’s global quest for
energy. In 2004, China imported 100 million
tons of crude oil—a three-fold increase since
1997. China imports around 50 percent of con-
sumed energy resources with over 50 percent of
oil imports coming from the Middle East and 22
percent from Africa.7 The 70-percent depend-
ence on oil from volatile regions as well as the
growing demand for energy to supply China’s
expanding economy make it vital for Beijing to
tap Central Asian and Russian energy resources.

Chinese companies do not hesitate to place
high bids for participation in oil and gas develop-
ment projects in the region. In August 2005,
China’s largest oil producer, PetroChina,
launched a successful $4.18 billion bid to buy
PetroKazakhstan—the second-largest producer of
oil in Kazakhstan and the leader on the Kazakh
refined products market. This was the first suc-
cessful Chinese bid for a foreign oil company. In
buying PetroKazakhstan, PetroChina outplayed
India’s Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
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(ONGC). Chinese companies have started to
show themselves as formidable competitors in
the oil industry. Once the government in Beijing
approves a foreign takeover by a Chinese compa-
ny, the Chinese side gets almost unlimited funds
to outbid any competitor.8 According to some
assessments, oil produced by Petro-Kazakhstan
could help fill the pipeline from eastern
Kazakhstan to China’s Xinjiang-Uighur
Autonomous Region. This pipeline, linking the
town of Alashankou in Xinjiang with Atasu in
western Kazakhstan, was completed in late 2005.9

Beijing’s “quiet” policy in Central Asia is
focused on the economic penetration of the region by
means of small trade and on ensuring that China
gets a “fair” stake in Central Asian energy proj-
ects. Chinese analyst Zhao Huasheng indicated
that the weakness of Central Asian economies
after the collapse of the Soviet Union created
ample opportunities for expanding exports of
cheap Chinese goods to Central Asia. China
now supplies most of the basic products used by
people in Central Asia in their day-to-day life.
Zhao concludes that “developing trade and
other economic ties with Central Asian states
has become an important channel for China’s
entry to the region.”10

As part of its strategy, Beijing pushes forward
a project to establish a free-trade zone including
China and the Central Asian states. That would
amount to opening up the Central Asian mar-
kets for Chinese goods which would then easi-
ly get to Russia—if necessary, by means of ille-
gal trafficking.

The Xinjiang-Uighur Autonomous Region,
a potentially separatist province of China, bor-
ders on Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. This fact
reinforces Beijing’s concern with Central Asian
political and socio-economic trends. Chinese
officials and pundits maintain that Islamist fight-
ers for Uighur independence and other extrem-
ists who are forced to flee China often find
refuge in Central Asian countries.11 To prevent
the possible spillover of violence, it is important
to China to make sure that Islamic extremist
movements are kept at bay in the adjacent states
of Central Asia.

China also has a clear interest in preventing the
United States from strengthening its foothold on
China’s western border near Xinjiang. Zhao argues
that the “double standards practiced by the US
Administration in fighting terrorism across the

globe can provide inspiration to various sepa-
ratist movements.”12 Concerned with a creeping
“American encirclement” of China, Beijing
supports Russia’s opposition to U.S. military
presence in Central Asia and is expanding its
military cooperation with Russia (or at least is
trying to create such an impression)—for exam-
ple, by undertaking joint military maneuvers,
such as Peace Mission 2005. The Russian- and
Chinese-sponsored Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, focused mainly on Central Asia,
pledged, in July 2005, to stem terrorism, sepa-
ratism, and extremism primarily “with their
own forces”13 thus signaling to the U.S. that,
even if Washington endorses the need to fight
the “triple evil”, American help in this cause
will be unwelcome, especially if it entails inter-
vening in other states’ internal affairs.

It should be noted, however, that Peace
Mission 2005 was carried out near and off the
Pacific coasts of China and Russia and not any-
where close to Central Asia. This fact suggests
that China’s main strategic interests lie outside of
Central Asia. China needs to show that it can
enlist at least limited Russian support in its
stance on Taiwan and human rights policies. By
endorsing to a certain extent the thrust of
Russia’s approach to Central Asia, Beijing seeks
to court Russia whose energy resources are
much more attractive to China than Central
Asia’s and whose military technologies Beijing
wants to tap. Russian concessions related to
pipeline routes in Siberia as well as Russia’s
readiness to supply newer military technology
are more valuable to China than any specific
interest in Central Asia.

The United States
While Russia and China have Central Asia in
their direct neighborhood, the United States
enjoys a distant location and therefore immuni-
ty from almost all security problems emanating
from the region. U.S. economic interests in the
region are quite limited. America’s stake in
Central Asia is primarily geopolitical.

Four of the five post-Soviet Central Asian
states present little interest to the U.S. in terms
of trade and investment. The internal markets of
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan are too
narrow and the business opportunities these
countries present to U.S. companies are too
insignificant to become tangible factors in
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Washington’s policy toward the region. Only in
Kazakhstan does the U.S. have a considerable
stake in developing and marketing Kazakhstani
energy resources. Yet as authors such as Julia
Nanay have argued, it is geopolitics, and not
U.S. energy security, that drives American
interest in Kazakh (as well as Azeri) oil, because
no meaningful diversification of oil supplies to
the U.S. and other major consumers can be
achieved through Caspian oil exports
(Kazakhstan’s oil output is around 1 million bar-
rels per day which amounts to about 1 percent
of world production).14 Turkmen gas could only
become important to the United States if trans-
portation routes through the Caucasus or Iran
become available. For the time being, even the
project for an Afghanistan-Pakistan-India gas
pipeline from Turkmenistan remains in the early
stages of development.

The United States promotes the development
of transportation routes for Central Asian hydro-
carbons (mainly, Kazakhstani oil) that would
bypass powerful neighbors of the region—pri-
marily, Russia. However, the United States will
soon need to decide which of the following it
favors most: (1) pipelines from Kazakhstan that
circumvent Russia, (2) any pipelines that bypass
Iran, or (3) limiting oil exports from Central
Asia/Caspian to the energy-thirsty China.15 It is
impossible to promote all three options simulta-
neously because, to circumvent Russia, pipelines
from Kazakhstan will need to either end in
China or pass through Iran on the way to the
Persian Gulf or Indian Ocean. If the U.S. decides
that isolating Iran is the dominant imperative,
Washington will not be able to limit supplies of
Central Asia’s energy resources to China or their
transportation through Russian territory.
Conversely, limiting exports to China requires
ensuring more transportation routes for Central
Asian oil and gas to supplement Russian down-
stream capacities. In this case it is difficult to see
any alternatives to engaging Iran.

Virtually the only means of U.S. economic
engagement with the four Central Asian states
other than Kazakhstan is development aid,
which is easily made conditional on the obser-
vance of certain principles by Central Asian
authoritarian rulers, such as their human rights
records. For example, in 2004 the amount of aid
to Uzbekistan was cut by $20 million because
the U.S. Secretary of State sought to punish

Tashkent for its poor human rights record. There
is indeed no economic interdependence
between the United States and Central Asian
countries, and Washington is able to use its eco-
nomic engagement with Central Asian states as
leverage over their foreign policies and in pursuit
of other goals. For example, according to U.S.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, the
United States “was going to provide some eco-
nomic assistance to help with the lowering of
trade barriers” among Central Asian states and
between them and their eastern neighbors. This
help was forthcoming because Washington
favored “the regional development of this area
[Central Asia] as having links to the growing
economies of East Asia, of China, of our [U.S.]
alliances in Japan and in Southeast Asia, of hav-
ing strong internal links between them.”16

Drug trafficking through Central Asia does raise
concern in the United States. Washington sup-
ports Tajik border guards and anti-drug forces.
However, drug transit through Central Asia does
not worry the United States to the same extent as
Russia or China whose long borders with the
region make them major destinations of Afghan
and Central Asian drug traffickers. Russian
defense and security officials have criticized the
U.S. for “inadequate efforts” in combating drug
transit and trade in Central Asia and have implied
that Washington could be intentionally disregard-
ing Russia’s Central Asian drugs problem.

America’s most important interests in Central
Asia seem to be establishing military outposts on
China’s western border (especially near the
Xinjiang-Uighur Autonomous Region) and
maintaining access to Afghanistan in the form of
“lily pads” (in Kyrgyzstan and, until recently,
Uzbekistan) and land crossings (from Tajikistan
and Turkmenistan). Washington can flexibly
pursue these interests without becoming
dependent on any one (or even two) of the
Central Asian countries. Disengaging militarily
from a Central Asian state can be done with only
limited damage to the overall U.S. strategy in
Central Asia. The evacuation of U.S. forces from
the Khanabad air base in Uzbekistan in late 2005
is unlikely to be a major setback for Washington.
According to some reports, the decision to
downsize U.S. military presence in Uzbekistan
was made prior to the Andijan events of May
2005 that caused a cool-down in relations
between Washington and Tashkent.
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As one of the regions where stability does not
directly affect U.S. security interests, Central Asia
(with the exception of Kazakhstan) has been
included in the U.S. democratization agenda which
was laid out by President George W. Bush in his
Inaugural and State of the Union addresses in early
2005. Washington retains a considerably free hand
in criticizing the internal policies of most Central
Asian countries and raising concerns about the
lack of democratic rule in Central Asia. Such crit-
icism allows Washington to mobilize international
support for American objectives far beyond the
U.S. political arena.17

The relative importance of its energy partner-
ship with Kazakhstan prevents Washington from
pressuring Astana too much on the issues of dem-
ocratic governance. The United States seeks to
encourage exports of Kazakh hydrocarbons
through the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline—a
transportation route launched in 2005 for Azeri
and possibly Central Asian oil to bypass both the
Russian territory and the Bosporus/Dardanelles
straits linking the Black Sea with the
Mediterranean. Given its energy stakes,
Washington prefers stability to the unpredictable
pangs of accelerated democratization in
Kazakhstan. As a consequence, only limited con-
cerns have so far been raised by U.S. officials over
Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbaev’s crack-
down on the opposition—admittedly moderate
by Central Asian standards. Washington has not
been an outspoken critic of the handling of the
2005 presidential campaign by President
Nazarbaev who was pronounced the winner with
a margin of 91 percent of the popular vote.

The difference in approaches to the prospects
for democratization in Central Asia constitutes
one of the major dividing factors for U.S. and
Russian policies in the region. Reminiscences of
the former U.S. Ambassador to Tajikistan
Richard E. Hoagland are quite revealing: “[I]n
November 2001, I instituted the first-ever U.S.-
Russian consultations on Central Asia and the
Caucasus. To the surprise of both sides, at the
upper working level, we found much common
ground—except on one absolute fundamental.
Whereas I advocated for my government the
necessity for political and economic reform in
Central Asia, the Russian side advocated status
quo—telling me that the United States was too
naïve to understand the clan complexities of
Central Asia.”18 Ambassador Hoagland went on

to address the sources of Russia’s reluctance to
agree to the need for more democracy in Central
Asia: “I will be extremely blunt and say that the
threat comes primarily from a very small minor-
ity in the Kremlin, sometimes referred to as the
siloviki,19 who seem to be living in the past. And
this threat comes in reaction—in the reactionary
sense of the word—to the so-called color revolu-
tions in Tbilisi, Kiev, and, to a lesser degree, in
Bishkek. [I]t appears that the siloviki policy seeks,
in neo-Cold War terms, to gain advantage in
Central Asia, the supposed ex-Soviet sphere of
influence, by feeding the Central Asian leaders
the fear of color revolutions.”20

Acknowledging the differences between
Russian and U.S. approaches to the issue of dem-
ocratic rule in Central Asia, it is, however, neces-
sary to adequately account for common strategic
objectives that both sides have in the region.
These objectives can form the basis for institu-
tional cooperative projects that could help create
synergies essential for successful market reform
and democratic transitions in Central Asia.

DEFINING A COMMON AGENDA FOR 
RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES 
IN CENTRAL EURASIA
It has become conventional wisdom that the
United States and Russia share the goals of com-
bating terrorist networks, preventing prolifera-
tion of dangerous materials originating in
Central Eurasia, and containing religious
extremism and drug transit in the region. U.S.-
Russian cooperation in addressing these chal-
lenges has been extensively reviewed elsewhere
and therefore will not be discussed at length in
this paper.21 There are, however, several broader
strategic considerations that, if properly under-
stood in both Washington and Moscow, can
extend their cooperative agenda beyond the
mentioned areas.

Strategically, Russia and the U.S. appear to be
natural partners in the “upper tier” of Eurasia,
encompassing the Russian territory and the eight
former Soviet republics of Central Asia and the
South Caucasus. One only needs to consider the
“axes in the making” along Eurasia’s “lower tier”:
China, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran.
Both China and India are vying for a closer ener-
gy partnership with Iran. India is seeking to con-
struct an Iran-Pakistan-India gas pipeline to satis-
fy its soaring need for energy. To supply oil from
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the Caspian basin, India is considering the idea of
a pipeline from Baku—a mirror image of the
Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline. Such a project
would inevitably involve Iran as a major contrac-
tor and stakeholder.22 In its turn, Pakistan is
lamenting its lack of oil and gas resources, which
makes an expansion of Pakistani ties with Iran
very likely. These developments, along with con-
tinued instability in Afghanistan, do not bode
well for the United States, which seeks to isolate
Iran, or at least prevent a massive inflow of invest-
ment into the Iranian energy sector from such
emerging economic giants as China and India. As
a natural response, Washington pursues the poli-
cy of ensuring a reasonably-sized American pres-
ence in Eurasia’s “upper tier”. In a long-term
perspective, it is too costly and therefore hardly
expedient for the U.S. to indulge in policies that
would antagonize rather than engage Russia in
Central Asia and the Caucasus—provided, of
course, that Russia is responsive. The hardest test
for Russian-American cooperation in the “upper
tier” is likely to remain Iran’s nuclear ambitions,
which are castigated by the U.S. and only mildly
scolded by Russia.

The second strategic issue that could be
addressed cooperatively by Russia and the United
States in Central Eurasia is the U.S. concern with
the tools and techniques China will be employ-
ing in its global quest for energy resources given
its rapidly growing domestic demands.23

Engaging China in predictable energy coopera-
tion with a major energy consumer (the United
States) and one of the largest producers of hydro-
carbons in the world (Russia) could be most
effective if Russia and the U.S. had a shared
vision of the desired end-state in that process.

Several experts suggest that Washington
should avoid raising Chinese concerns about the
availability of energy resources by squeezing
China out of oil and gas exploration and pro-
duction in the most attractive regions such as
the Middle East or the Caspian basin. They also
recommend that the U.S. increase its military
presence along the sea transportation routes
linking China with African, Middle Eastern or
Latin American oil suppliers. The same recom-
mendation applies to Russia: “By harboring
inclinations to ‘contain’ China’s energy influ-
ence abroad and block their investment and
infiltration in Central Asia, the actions of Russia
and certain countries in the Persian Gulf have

had the counter-productive result of fueling
geopolitical rivalry and prompting China to
countermand U.S. economic sanctions. China
has assisted countries with hostile or tense rela-
tions with the United States, including oil-
exporting countries under unilateral U.S. eco-
nomic trade sanctions such as Iran.”24 Hence,
mutual understanding and a certain degree of
trust is instrumental for both the U.S. and
Russia in helping to alleviate China’s grievances
while at the same time controlling the pace and
scope of Chinese penetration into Central Asian
and Russian energy projects. It seems to be in
both Russian and American interests to make
sure that China does not become antagonized
by “unfair treatment” but at the same time does
not reap disproportionate benefits from estab-
lishing “special ties” with such energy exporters
as Iran and Kazakhstan (and potentially
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan). This could help
to avoid all kinds of “geopolitical games” in
Central Asia as well as the Middle East, Africa,
or even Latin America where China was
inclined to pursue cooperation with oil-export-
ing countries with poor relations with the U.S.

Finally, the United States, deeply immersed in
the Iraqi turmoil, has recently sought to “subcon-
tract” the most acute security dilemmas to its allies
or groups of partner countries. Iran’s nuclear aspi-
rations have long been handled by the European
Union’s “troika”, and in bargaining with North
Korea, Washington did not object to putting
China and South Korea in the front line of nego-
tiations while retaining a decisive influence on
outcomes. In a similar vein, the United States may
at some point decide to go further down the path
of downsizing its presence in Central Asia, both
militarily and as a provider of assistance to the
states of the region. In such a case, Russia should
be able to assume at least part of the burden that
the U.S. will be relieving itself of. As the Eurasia
specialist Rajan Menon indicated:

At the end of the day, the United States is
far removed from Central Asia and, if the
antiterrorist war winds down, it will have
few compelling reasons to remain in
Central Asia. Russia, by contrast, will
always have major interests in Central
Asia, and the region’s regimes are fated to
deal with Moscow. Thus a Western policy
in Central Asia that bypasses Russia, gives
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it little more than a token role, or seeks to
marginalize it, is shortsighted because it
will make the states of Central Asia less,
not more, secure. Even if Russia’s current
weakness limits its ability to compete with
the United States and its allies for positive
influence in Central Asia, Russia’s ability
to exert negative influence, to act as a
spoiler, is considerable.”25

Acknowledging the roles of Russia and the
U.S. in Central Asia, National Intelligence
Council officer Angela Stent advocated even
broader multilateral approaches: “[i]f the antiter-
rorism campaign is to succeed in the long run,
there needs to be multilateral cooperation in
Eurasia in order to achieve peace and stability.
The United States and Russia will have to work
with China and other neighbors as well as the
EU, to establish a new framework for security in
Central Asia and beyond.”26

Although plans to involve Russia, the United
States, and China in a multilateral institution
along with some Central Asian countries may
now be too ambitious, it seems fully legitimate
to discuss prospects for a Central Asian organiza-
tion tying regional states to Moscow and
Washington. Before outlining proposals and a
rationale for such an organization, a brief
overview of the activities of current institutions
in Central Eurasia is in order.

Central Eurasia’s economic 
and security institutions
Three types of institutions operate in post-
Soviet Central Asia and adjacent regions. The
first type includes Russian-led institutions: the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
and the Eurasian Economic Community
(EvrAzES), on the economic side; and the
Collective Security Treaty Organization, on the
defense/military side. None of these organiza-
tions officially recognizes Russia’s “leading role”.
However, Russia’s geopolitical location as a link
between Central Asia and other geographical
areas, its political clout, and the size of its econ-
omy place Russia in the “driver’s seat” of these
organizations. Others in the car can influence
the driver’s choices, but in the end can hardly
prevent him from moving in a direction he
deems necessary or from crashing the car by
accident, or on purpose.

The second institutional type is represented by
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization which
emerged as a Chinese initiative, but is steered
jointly by Beijing and Moscow, which strive at
the same time to court Central Asian partners and
harness their resources to the objectives China
and Russia share in the region. Finally, NATO,
led by the United States but very sensitive to
European members’ priorities, emerges as a third
type of organization. It does not include any of
the Central Asian countries, but cooperates with
them through the Partnership for Peace and other
outreach programs.

Created on the wreckage of the USSR, the
Commonwealth of Independent States includes all
five Central Asian countries and Russia. The CIS
has not had a considerable impact on politics or
the economy in Central Asia. However, as an
institution that encompassed the remaining com-
mon interests among former Soviet republics, the
CIS gave birth to two other institutions with
more focused agendas and limited membership—
the Collective Security Treaty Organization and
the Eurasian Economic Community. Since its
inception, the CIS has never been a cohesive
group of states. Almost every member regarded it
as a fallback option to resort to if other coopera-
tive projects they sought to join failed to deliver
expected results. The CIS’ existential crisis deep-
ened after Russia openly acknowledged that the
Commonwealth was no more than a “means of
civilized divorce”27 and started treating it as a “dis-
cussion club” to address mutual concerns and the
“lowest common denominator” of its members’
interests.28

The Eurasian Economic Community (EvrAzES)
was established in 2000 as a manifestation of a
certain commonality of economic interests
among Russia, Belarus, and three Central 
Asian countries—Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan. By creating EvrAzES, its parties insti-
tutionalized the Customs Union Treaty initially
signed by Russia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan in
1995. In 1996, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan signed
on to the Treaty. As a major success, EvrAzES
ensured the accession of Uzbekistan in October
2005 after EvrAzES was merged with the Central
Asian Cooperation Organization (CACO).
Uzbekistan’s tilt towards EvrAzES happened as a
consequence of a showdown in Tashkent’s rela-
tions with the West in the aftermath of the
Andijan events in May 2005.
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EvrAzES was set up to promote the customs
union and create a “single economic space”
among its members. Achievement of the latter
goal was announced in 2003. Yet many barriers
to a single economic space in the classical sense
of the word (free movement of goods, services,
capital, and the labor force) still exist even with-
in EvrAzES, while numerous intergovernmental
councils and committees have so far failed to
accomplish any significant breakthroughs in
terms of liberalizing economic interactions
among the Community members.29 On the
whole, as of the middle of the decade, EvrAzES
has not become a vehicle for managing eco-
nomic and political relations in Central Asia.

Much more tangible results were achieved in
the political-military sphere by the Collective
Security Treaty Organization. Its precursor—the
Collective Security Treaty was signed in May
1992 by Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
In 1994, it was joined by Azerbaijan and
Georgia. The document became known as the
Tashkent Treaty. The document stipulated the
principle of an “attack against one member
state being tantamount to an attack against all
members.” However, the Treaty did not provide
for ways of conflict resolution among member
states themselves. This was one of the main rea-
sons why Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Uzbekistan
did not renew their commitments to the Treaty
in 1999. Since then, the document again
assumed the name of Collective Security
Treaty. In October 2002, the six “faithful” par-
ties agreed on a charter for a Collective
Security Treaty Organization which came into
existence in May 2003. It has a secretariat, joint
military staff, and collective rapid deployment
forces in Central Asia. Russia and the three
Central Asian members of CSTO committed
to contribute one battalion each to this 1,500-
strong contingent.

In late 2005, Uzbekistan, embattled by the
West, demonstrated interest in rejoining CSTO.
This was de facto accomplished by the Treaty on
Alliance Relationship between Russia and
Uzbekistan signed in November 2005. Both
sides undertook to provide military assistance in
case of an attack against one of them.30

Uzbekistan found itself in a defense alliance
with Russia, which simultaneously remains the
“core state” in the CSTO.

Russia’s main objectives within CSTO
include retaining influence over other mem-
bers’ security policies and keeping open the
option of addressing security challenges that
Russia deems important, in cooperation with
its Central Asian partners. Washington analyst
Ariel Cohen outlined Russia’s current tactical
priorities as the “joint control of borders and
air space; joint rapid reaction task forces to
combat terrorism; Russian bases in Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Armenia; and no
foreign bases.”31 However, according to CSTO
Secretary-General Nikolai Bordyuzha, the
Organization is not so much concerned with
traditional security threats. He tried to down-
play these threats stating that while he sees
NATO “as a military-political bloc with the
emphasis…on the military component,” CSTO
is primarily focused on the “new issues in secu-
rity.” These issues, according to Bordyuzha,
include “drug trafficking, terrorism, illegal
migration and the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction.” Discussing CSTO tasks on
Russian television in December 2005,
Bordyuzha emphasized that “whole sectors of
the nation are dying from drugs and this is evi-
dently where the efforts of structures like
CSTO need to be focused at present.”32

It is the non-traditional security threats that
CSTO proposes to place at the center of
the CSTO-NATO cooperation agenda. In
December 2005, the CSTO Secretary-General
suggested, referring to NATO and CSTO, that
“the aims of both organizations, though of differ-
ent weight, are close in essence, and those are
countering contemporary challenges and security
threats: terrorism, drug trafficking and others.”
Bordyuzha added that CSTO was trying to con-
vince NATO to start official relations and stated
his preference “for mutual cooperation, in partic-
ular, in countering drug trafficking from
Afghanistan.”33 Calls on NATO for cooperation in
anti-drug trafficking measures in Central Eurasia
were simultaneously made by Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov at a meeting of the Euro-
Atlantic Partnership Council.34

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization started
off in 1996 as the Shanghai Five—a grouping
which included Russia, China, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. In such a forum,
China primarily sought to address border issues
with its Central Asian neighbors. Russia was a
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major stakeholder in all discussions pertaining to
China’s borders with Central Asian states and
therefore had to be involved in the talks. The
Shanghai Five also focused on confidence-build-
ing measures—a matter of concern to Central
Asian states facing the quiet but assertive China on
their eastern borders. Between 1997 and 2001 the
grouping substantially expanded its initial agenda.
In addition to annual summits, the Shanghai Five
conducted meetings of high government officials
responsible for defense, internal security, trade,
economic development, transportation, etc. In
June 2001, the Shanghai Five, joined by
Uzbekistan, signed the Declaration on the
Establishment of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, thereby following the path of plac-
ing a rather loose institution on a firmer organiza-
tional footing. In July 2002, SCO states adopted
the Charter of the Organization.35 The Charter
stipulated goals of both the intensification of eco-
nomic ties and cooperation in the field of securi-
ty. The latter goal focuses on fighting the “triple
evil” of “terrorism, separatism, and extremism.”

Such a formula, and, especially, its interpreta-
tion by SCO’s leading states, was not fully in line
with the American approach to regional devel-
opment in Central Asia. Beijing used it to stress
the existence of a network connection between
radical elements operating in China and those in
other countries of Central Eurasia. These ele-
ments purportedly seek to undermine the terri-
torial integrity of China (primarily in the
Xinjiang Region) by employing, among other
means, acts of terror. Giving vague or no defini-
tions to “terrorism,” “separatism,” or “extrem-
ism,” SCO countries, at their 2005 summit,
named those “threats to the territorial integrity
and security of SCO members as well as to their
political, economic and social stability.”36 Such
interpretation gave SCO leaders more than
enough freedom to consider any large-scale
social discontent movement a manifestation of
“extremism” and seek cooperation in countering
the protests from SCO partner-states.

Washington, in its turn, was placing stronger
emphasis on the need for democratic rule in the
region. U.S. officials argued, most unequivocally
before the September 11th attacks, that the lack
of opportunities for democratic self-expression
was in fact driving opposition in Central Asian
states underground and increasing popular sup-
port for the cause of radical Islamists.

Friction between U.S. policy in Central Asia
and the SCO vision of the region surfaced in
summer 2005. On the heels of the showdown in
U.S.-Uzbek relations triggered by the Andijan
events of May 2005, SCO leaders issued a decla-
ration that called for members of the U.S.-led
Anti-Terror Coalition to openly define the time
frame for keeping their military contingents on
the territories of SCO states.37 This call primarily
referred to the Coalition airbases outside of
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan and Tashkent, Uzbekistan.

Prior to and during the SCO summit of July
2005, Russian and Chinese leaders floated ideas
about involving other Asian powers, such as
India, Pakistan, or even Iran, in active coopera-
tion with the SCO or even inviting them to join
the Organization. Its leaders cited the fact that,
should India and Pakistan join the SCO, the
Organization will represent over half of the
world’s population.

Soon after the SCO raised its voice against the
open-ended U.S. military presence in Central
Asia, China and Russia—the two co-leaders of
the organization—held joint military maneuvers.
The exercises, codenamed Peace Mission 2005,
were conducted on and off the Pacific coasts of
China and Russia. The maneuvers were formal-
ly undertaken within the framework of the SCO
and followed earlier counterterrorism exercises
that involved all six SCO states in 2002–2004.38

The new momentum in Russian-Chinese coop-
eration along with the diminishing American
influence in Central Asia raised concerns in
Washington. Some U.S. analysts recommended
that the U.S. administration take measures to
check the “rising Russia-China entente.” One of
the proposed steps was to “secure observer status
for the United States in the SCO.”39

In its turn, Russia tried to dispel Western fears
of a full-fledged Moscow-Beijing military
alliance on the basis of SCO. Konstantin
Kosachev, Chairman of the Russian State Duma
Foreign Affairs Committee, called such concerns
“exaggerated and an invention.” He opined that
“the element of military cooperation and mutu-
al security guarantees was initially inherent” in
SCO’s activities. Kosachev further stressed that
“collective security cooperation is likely to devel-
op further within the framework of the SCO,
but there are no grounds to say that this is being
done against the U.S. or NATO.”40 Overall,
Russian officials and influential pundits expend-
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ed much effort to convince the United States
and its European allies that the anti-drug and
anti-terrorism priorities41 of both SCO and
CSTO were in no way directed against U.S. or
NATO interests. It is clear, however, that the
expanding scope of SCO responsibilities testifies
to Russia’s bet on closer cooperation with China
in the wake of “colored revolutions” that under-
mined Russian influence in the post-Soviet
space. By early 2006, courting China became
one of the means employed by Russian policy-
makers to limit the damage from the U.S.-
Russian disagreement on the future of post-
Soviet states. Whether Russia’s “China bet”
needs hedging is a serious question that will
require an unambiguous answer by the Russian
leadership in the foreseeable future.42

NATO came to play a bigger role in Central
Asia after the launch of the anti-Taliban opera-
tion in Afghanistan in October 2001. Formally,
since 1991, all five Central Asian countries have
cooperated with the Alliance through the
North-Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC),
later renamed Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council. Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan,
and Uzbekistan joined NATO’s Partnership for
Peace Program by signing a Framework
Document in 1994. Tajikistan followed suit in
February 2002. However, for most of the 1990s
and early 2000s NATO was focused on integrat-
ing Central and Eastern European candidates.
Apart from discussions within EAPC, little sub-
stantive effort was undertaken to step up coop-
eration with Central Asian states.

The strategic significance of Central Asia
increased dramatically after the “War on Terror”
campaign was launched in response to the
September 11th attacks on the United States.
With Moscow’s blessing, Central Asian coun-
tries provided the U.S.-led Anti-Terror
Coalition with overflight rights and sites to
deploy two airbases which greatly facilitated
access to the battleground in Afghanistan. A few
months after the campaign started, the U.S.
administration called on NATO to substantively
expand cooperation with Central Asian coun-
tries.43 This move came as a logical continuation
of NATO’s eastern enlargement agenda that was
mostly accomplished by the Alliance’s summit in
Prague (October 2002), where seven countries
of Central and Eastern Europe received formal
invitations to join NATO.

In its Istanbul Summit Communiqué of June
2004, NATO referred to Central Asia and the
Caucasus as “strategically important regions.” At
Istanbul, NATO also decided to appoint a Special
Representative for the Caucasus and Central Asia
and send a liaison officer to each of the two
regions. Robert Simmons, NATO Special
Representative for the Caucasus and Central
Asia, pays regular visits to both regions (with a
special focus on the Caucasus) in order to keep
abreast of regional trends and woo support in
Central Asian capitals for various forms of
engagement with NATO. By the end of 2005,
Kazakhstan turned out to be NATO’s most
advanced Central Asian partner. In autumn 2005,
Astana confirmed its intention to sign an
Individual Partnership Action Plan with
NATO—an undisclosed document outlining a
substantive agenda for cooperation between the
two signatories. For the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, the signing of an IPAP was usu-
ally one of the last milestones on the way to
receiving a formal invitation to the Alliance.

Overall, since the mid-1990s, Central Asian
countries benefited substantially from NATO
assistance, which came in the form of security
and border forces training by NATO instructors
and engagement in maneuvers alongside NATO
contingents. NATO’s outreach agenda in
Central Asia has been for the most part bilater-
al. Brussels preferred giving each partner coun-
try an opportunity to determine how far it
wanted cooperation to extend. This was done to
prevent the possibility of individual states
obstructing multilateral programs in the region.
NATO showed reluctance to engage into mul-
tilateral cooperation with CSTO, which, as
some analysts feared, could “give Moscow con-
siderably more say over the Atlantic alliance’s
activities in the region, effectively forestalling
the ability of regional leaders to forge inde-
pendent relationships with Brussels.”44

NATO’s interest in Central Asia is likely to
grow in the future due to a number of factors.
The first is the rising threat of drug transit from
Afghanistan across Russia or the Caucasus into
Western Europe or even the United States.
Secondly, the downsizing of the U.S. contingent
in Afghanistan will reinforce the role of NATO
as an institution through which other allied
powers will come to play a greater role in the
International Stabilization Assistance Force
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(ISAF) deployed in Afghanistan in the aftermath
of the Taliban’s defeat. In consequence, the need
for Central Asian “lily pads” will become
stronger for the U.S. (and NATO) allies that are
involved in conflict management and nation-
building in Afghanistan. Finally, although
Washington has since 2001 regarded NATO as
little more than a multilateral facilitator for a
number of secondary U.S. initiatives, the chal-
lenges that the United States and its allies are
currently facing in Central Asia provide oppor-
tunities for enhancing the cohesiveness of
NATO and reinforcing the Alliance’s transform-
ing sense of mission. Part of that mission,
according to top U.S. officials, includes the
ambitious task of assisting democratization in the
Central Asian states.45

PROSPECTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL
COOPERATION IN CENTRAL ASIA
Notwithstanding reservations on the part of both
NATO and CSTO about mutual cooperation in
Central Asia, at least two interrelated areas can be
clearly identified where the two blocs could
achieve tangible results by pooling their
resources. These areas include fighting drug traf-
ficking and stemming cross-border extremist
activities in the region.

So far, Moscow and Washington have success-
fully carried out joint terrorist threat assessments
in Central Eurasia with a special focus on possi-
ble spillovers of instability from Afghanistan. In
2005, the Russian side made several attempts to
engage NATO on the “drug front”. Moscow was
trying to attract NATO’s attention to the linkages
between drug trafficking and extremism in
Central Asia. After meeting NATO Secretary
General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer in June 2005,
President Putin opined that Russia and NATO
should cooperate in combating the drug trade in
Afghanistan and Central Asia. Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov added that, using the
money raised in the drug trade, “on the territo-
ry of Afghanistan and bordering Pakistani
regions, terrorists are being trained by former
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan members, for-
mer Taliban and by people [with experience] in
carrying out terrorist attacks in the Russian
Federation.” While Putin suggested that NATO
and Russia undertake “a pilot project to train
drug enforcement officers in Afghanistan and
Central Asia,” Lavrov confirmed Moscow’s readi-

ness “to work with NATO in the framework of
our joint plan for fighting against international
terrorism” and “to arrange relations between
NATO and the Collective Security Treaty
Organization.”46

At that point, Russian suggestions received
only a lukewarm response from NATO. Yet in the
wake of a Sino-Russian rapprochement in
autumn 2005, voices were raised in Washington in
favor of stepping up bilateral (U.S.-Russia) and
multilateral (NATO-CSTO) cooperation in
Central Asia. Conservative analysts Ariel Cohen
and John Tkacik noted that “opposing Islamist
terrorism and militancy is a joint interest for all
powers involved in the area.” They suggested that 

the U.S. Department of State and the intel-
ligence community should launch joint
working groups and task forces to collect
intelligence on, intercept the communica-
tions of, and neutralize radical Islamist
organizations and drug trafficking opera-
tions. This can be accomplished under the
umbrella of the U.S.-Russia Anti-Terrorism
Working Group, co-chaired by R. Nicholas
Burns, Under Secretary of State for Political
Affairs, and Sergei Kislyak, Deputy Foreign
Minister of Russia.47

Rajan Menon recommended the creation of
“multilateral (NATO-Russia-Central Asia) task
forces…to fashion joint policies and institution-
al (rather than intermittent and ad hoc) respons-
es to terrorism; the drug trade; organized crime;
the security of energy installations; and smug-
gling involving the raw materials, expertise, or
parts needed to make weapons of mass destruc-
tion.” He further argued for a full-fledged “mul-
tilateral (NATO-Russia-Central Asia) organiza-
tion…to promote the coordination of intelli-
gence and the training of forces geared toward
combating terrorism, [so that] joint operations
should become a routine practice.”48

However, while NATO is cautious to avoid
dependence on CSTO in contacts with individ-
ual Central Asian capitals, Russia is equally
unprepared to embrace certain types of institu-
tion-building projects. This particularly con-
cerns proposals, which call for an intraregional
organization that would unite the states of
(Greater) Central Asia in withstanding pressure
by “expansionist powers” (read: Russia and
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China). Making such proposals, the United
States reserves for itself the role of a promoter of
democracy, economic reform, and human
rights, that is, of a “guru” exercising consider-
able influence short of direct involvement in the
regional states’ internal affairs. Russian policy-
makers tend to view such proposals as an
attempt to drive wedges between Moscow and
Central Asian states, which are often advised by
the West to be independent from anything but
its own “positive influence” and cooperate
regionally to reduce their allegedly high
dependence on Russia in such issues as military
cooperation and transportation routes for
Central Asian energy resources. An illuminating
example of such a project is S. Frederick Starr’s
idea of a “Greater Central Asia Partnership”
publicized in spring 2005.49 For all its indis-
putably original and promising nature, this pro-
posal only raised suspicion in Russia about the
real implications of a U.S.-sponsored regional
trade and political bloc in Central Asia.

Notwithstanding all prospects for a reluctant
yet progressing partnership between NATO and
CSTO in Central Asia, one may argue that the
existing security and economic development
institutions in Central Eurasia simply do not
have enough resources to pool for their collab-
oration to become effective. “Partial institution-
alization,” whereby each powerful player seeks
to nurture its “own” organization or simply
move along the bilateral path, also breeds
unhealthy competition among outside powers
and provides smaller states with opportunities to
play off external powers against each other. At
the same time, no regional or outside player is
able to attain its goals relying only on its own
resources or those of the institution it sponsors.

Powerful as it may seem at first glance, SCO
is likely to be inhibited by the rising competi-
tion for leadership between Russia and China.
At the same time, Moscow has achieved maxi-
mum institutional engagement with Beijing
through SCO. It may now be useful for Russia
to hedge its bets by institutionalizing relations in
Central Asia with the United States and NATO.
An institutional project in Central Eurasia,
involving Russia/CSTO and the U.S./NATO,
could also add substance to the flagging U.S.-
Russian partnership in other areas. It has been
acknowledged that while Russia seeks to pre-
serve the favorable status quo in Central Asia,

the United States and NATO are not opposed
to changes in the region’s political regimes and
their foreign policy priorities. However, as long
as certain shifts appear unavoidable in the view
of the aging leadership in three countries of the
region, a CSTO/NATO institution that
includes at least some Central Asian states could
help to avoid shocks and unpleasant surprises in
the course of this transition.

A CASE FOR A CENTRAL EURASIAN SECU-
RITY AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
A promising multilateral design for Central Asia
could take the form of an organization involv-
ing Russia, the United States, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan plus rep-
resentatives of NATO and CSTO. The two
non-Central Asian CSTO members—Armenia
and Belarus—would have good reasons to agree
to such design as they will obtain a say on
Central Asian affairs through their membership
in CSTO. I will call the proposed institution a
“Central Eurasian Security and Development
Organization” (CESEDO). This name under-
scores the fact that the institution’s agenda will
likely extend geographically beyond the five
Central Asian republics. CESEDO would not
need to become either a collective security
arrangement or an economic union, but it
could have a number of valuable functions:

1. Facilitating information exchange and serving as
a forum for consultation on security concerns in the
region. Such a forum could prove useful in bridg-
ing the gaps in perceptions of the major security
trends affecting Central Eurasia. For example, as
several U.S. analysts have suggested, Russian and
U.S. officials and experts have diverging general
approaches to non-proliferation. Russia does not
view non-proliferation as a top national security
concern, considering it primarily a headache for
the United States, whose international conduct
has alienated many potential American allies in
non-proliferation. The threat from proliferation
of WMD to such states as Iran or North Korea is
not perceived as acutely in Moscow as in
Washington.50 However, the risks associated with
loose WMD materials in Central Asia can be as
significant for Russia as they are for the West.
Hence, the non-proliferation track at CESEDO
may become more meaningful than usual U.S.-
Russian exchanges on WMD programs of Iran,
North Korea or Pakistan.
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2.Training and deploying a joint rapid reaction con-
tingent to combat extremists and possibly protect energy
transportation infrastructure. For a start, the CSTO
anti-terrorist center51 could be expanded to
involve U.S./NATO representatives into cooper-
ation beyond information exchange. Alterna-
tively, if opening up CSTO structures to NATO
proves impossible due to national security con-
siderations, CESEDO may decide to establish its
own institutions of security policy, including a
planning unit and a permanent military staff. This
could, however, make CSTO institutions redun-
dant or too costly to maintain in parallel to the
“twin” CESEDO structures. Every effort should
therefore be made to avoid duplication but, at
the same time, endow CESEDO security bodies
with meaningful tasks.

3. Serving as a channel for supplying development
aid and security assistance. CESEDO could set up
mechanisms to monitor the need for develop-
ment aid and security assistance to Central Asian
countries. Short of lending functions, CESEDO
could draft reports on the state of Central Asian
economies and investment needed to implement
critical infrastructural projects. At the same time,
the Organization could be in a position to pro-
vide assistance to security and border forces as
well as customs services that are involved in
addressing security challenges common to
CESEDO members. CESEDO would create
unprecedented opportunities for joint programs
of assistance to Central Asian security forces by
Russia and the NATO countries. However,
before any programs in this field can be started,
all the parties involved will need to make sure
that the security assistance will not be diverted
by the recipient states for the purposes of “deal-
ing with” opposition movements.

4. Conducting dialogue on democracy and develop-
ment in Central Asia. Discussion of the democrat-
ic rule issues should become part of the CESE-
DO mission. This is especially important if
effective channels for supplying security assis-
tance are to be created within the Organization.
However, CESEDO’s human rights agenda will
need to be somewhat constrained to ensure that
Central Asian states will be accepting of the
Organization. In addition to the Central Asian
countries, Russia might also face criticism for its
alleged lack of democratic rule, but it appears
that Moscow has already developed a whole set
of arguments to parry such criticism. Hence, if

democracy concerns are to be given a place on
the CESEDO agenda, it will be necessary to (a)
package them with the “carrot” of development
aid for Central Asian states and (b) provide for
only an advisory role of the Organization with
respect to human rights and freedoms, and make
sure that this agenda is only reviewed in the con-
text of security and the fight against extremism.

5. Expanding the energy dialogue. The
Organization could make a contribution to
enhancing the security of the Central Asian oil
transportation network. This is indeed the most
far-reaching and therefore ambitious task for
CESEDO. However, even if it falls short of facil-
itating joint measures to physically protect the oil
infrastructure, any multilateral dialogue on
regional and trans-regional energy supply routes
and amounts of exported hydrocarbons could
help to bridge the gaps in approaches to energy
security by Russia, the United States, and major
Central Asian oil and gas exporters.

All the outlined objectives naturally raise the
question: is such a project anything more than
wishful thinking? An answer requires examining
the rationales of all the parties in underwriting a
CESEDO-like project.

Russia has several good reasons to become one
of the founders of such an organization. First,
Russia lacks resources to successfully address the
whole variety of regional challenges, including
security and economic development. Moscow
needs Washington to contribute to stemming
proliferation of dangerous materials and fighting
drug trafficking. The latter problem is already
being addressed cooperatively in Tajikistan, where
Russia and the U.S. provide assistance to Tajik
anti-drug bodies, including border guards.

Secondly, Russia may face difficult dilemmas if
Andijan-type scenarios are repeated in the pres-
ence of such documents as the Russian-Uzbek
Alliance Treaty of November 2005. Should
Russia unconditionally support authorities in a
Central Asian state if they decide to crack down
violently on mass protest movements? (The
Treaty envisages consultations between Moscow
and Tashkent if an internal issue of concern aris-
es in Uzbekistan.) An opinion voiced by a multi-
lateral institution may facilitate decision making
for Russia in such a case.

Thirdly, in the aftermath of the Andijan events,
Russia may also want to institutionalize the rise in
its influence in Central Asia. Legitimizing its

 



friendly ties with less-than-democratic regimes in
the region could become one of Russia’s objec-
tives in developing institutional arrangements on
the basis of cooperation between NATO and
CSTO. This would hardly undermine Russia’s
bilateral policies in the region once its Central
Asian counterparts join the same institutions. At
the same time, Central Asian members, such as
Kazakhstan, may appreciate CESEDO as a way to
balance political ties with Russia against those
with NATO and the U.S.

Institutionalizing a U.S.-Russian energy part-
nership could become a fourth reason for Russia
to seriously consider establishing a CESEDO-like
institution. Both the United States and Russia are
seeking to put their emerging energy partnership
on a more solid basis than contracts between
state-owned or private oil companies. Whereas
links limited to the private sector may be more
suitable for the United States given that virtually
all oil and natural gas companies in the U.S. are
privately owned, the Russian government sees
heavy state involvement in extraction and, espe-
cially, transportation of hydrocarbons as an essen-
tial part of Russia’s economic development strat-
egy. Any institutionalized Russian-American
energy partnership will require not only over-
sight, but constant participation of the Russian
authorities, including high political leadership. To
match Russia’s patterns of energy sector manage-
ment, the U.S. government may find it useful to
maintain a permanent contact on energy issues
with its Russian counterpart through CESEDO.

Within CESEDO, Moscow can involve
Central Asian stakeholders in discussions with
Washington about the American agenda of
“diversification of energy supplies from Eurasia”
which causes concerns in Russia. In its turn, the
U.S. can find CESEDO’s multilateral format
helpful in effectively raising questions about
Russia’s use of energy supplies as a means of
political pressure on its neighbors.

It needs to be acknowledged, however, that so
far neither Russia nor China has been enthusias-
tic about American involvement in any institu-
tions in Central Eurasia. For that position, Russia
has received much criticism from Western offi-
cials and commentators:

[B]oth China and Russia seek [in
Northeast Asia] to use formal multilater-
alism as a cover by which to pursue a

strategy of leveraging regional associa-
tions and states against American policy
and power. […] Through this strategy of
leveraging regional blocs against
Washington, they hope not only to solid-
ify spheres of influence in vital areas but
also to force Washington to come to
terms with them both regionally and
globally and act only with their consent
or prior consultation.”52

CESEDO prospects will therefore strongly
depend on Russia’s willingness to seriously con-
sider the benefits it can reap from multilateral
cooperation in Central Asia with the involve-
ment of Moscow’s key Western partners.

Central Asian states appear to have a number
of serious reasons to at least examine the CESE-
DO option. First, Central Asian governments
choosing to participate in the Organization will
get ample opportunities to discuss with the
United States the “stability versus democracy”
dilemma as applied to Central Asian circum-
stances. Such states as Uzbekistan or Tajikistan
will be able to present to U.S. officials evidence
of the involvement of radical Islamists in domes-
tic conflicts. This evidence can then be evaluat-
ed by third parties, such as Russia or NATO,
and the Organization as a whole can issue a
statement on the internal situation in a particu-
lar state, should circumstances require such a
ruling. As long as the European culture of yield-
ing to concerns of multilateral bodies does not
exist in Central Asia, these rulings will not bring
about implications comparable in significance
to, for example, the ones issued by the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe. However, establishing a multilateral
institution in Central Asia could be the first step
toward closer intraregional cooperation and, as a
consequence, better receptiveness of states in
the region to particular concerns of their neigh-
bors—whether they are related to foreign or
domestic policies of a particular country.

Secondly, CESEDO could develop mecha-
nisms to advise Central Asian countries on both
domestic and external problems (they may need
assistance in cases of extremist uprisings or
threats to domestic stability originating in other
states, such as Afghanistan) and, if the possibil-
ity arises, monitor elections or other crucial
events in Central Asian states. The proposed
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institution will not provide NATO-style securi-
ty guarantees; its charter may only contain
vague commitments to democratic rule by
CESEDO members. At the same time, the
charter could commit its signatories to peaceful
resolution of intraregional disputes and good
neighborly relations. It can also stipulate the sta-
bility of borders in the region—a very impor-
tant provision for such countries as Kyrgyzstan
and Tajikistan, which are facing the possibility
of negotiations with China about further “ter-
ritorial adjustments”.

The main rationale the United States may find
for joining CESEDO would be to push forward
the “strategy of integration”, that is, of expand-
ing partnerships with important players across
the globe and avoiding unnecessarily unilateral
policies that tend to antagonize prospective
American partners.53 The United States may
embrace the institutional option in Central Asia
because America’s will to become entangled in
military operations or nation-building endeavors
is likely to decrease in the wake of the impend-
ing gradual withdrawal from Iraq. At the same
time, Washington may start to look for ways to
get involved in non-binding yet meaningful
regional arrangements that could provide chan-
nels for projecting American influence, or at
least opinion, on the situation in a particular
region. America’s interest in regional arrange-
ments may further increase in light of its disap-
pointment with comprehensive international
bodies, such as the UN. The need to find a mid-
dle path between unilateral intervention and
submitting its power to world-wide organiza-
tions could raise U.S. interest in regional institu-
tion-building—limited in geographical scope yet
sufficiently broad in agenda.

The United States may find it expedient to
pursue multilateralism in Central Asia outside of
NATO simply because the Atlantic alliance can-
not offer any Central Asian state the possibility of
membership, or any other strong incentive for
cooperation, in the foreseeable future. NATO’s
Partnership for Peace program creates even less
cohesion among its members than any of the
Russia—or China—led institutions in the region.
For the time being, the United States can only
make use of such multilateral frameworks (largely
rhetorical in this case) as the Anti-Terrorist
Coalition operating in Afghanistan—the Manas
airbase in Kyrgyzstan is said to belong to the

Coalition. All other ties with Central Asian states
are carried out by Washington on a bilateral basis.
That implies the risk of unpleasant surprises for
the U.S. from each individual actor in the region,
just as occurred with Uzbekistan in the wake of
the Andijan events of May 2005. An institutional
arrangement with American participation in
Central Asia could allow the United States to cau-
tiously promote its “democratic reform” agenda
while avoiding the risk of an abrupt reaction or a
reversal of foreign policy course by any “target
state”. Even if some Central Asian governments
strongly dislike American criticism, they will be
less inclined to respond harshly and unproductive-
ly when such criticism comes from a multilateral
institution in a more impersonal form.

If properly managed, a comprehensive politi-
cal/security/economic institution in Central Asia
could be unique in at least two respects. The first
will be its composition. Never before have the
United States and Russia been together as part of
a regional security organization. While not for-
mally extending defense guarantees to CESEDO
Central Asian members, the U.S. and Russia
could nevertheless help to enhance regional secu-
rity by mediating intraregional conflicts and con-
tributing to the struggle against specific security
challenges in the region. In their turn, the Central
Asian members would be insured against domina-
tion by any single great power, including not only
the United States and Russia, but China as well.
Secondly, the agenda of a CESEDO-type institu-
tion could encompass an unprecedented range of
issues, from security to energy supplies to devel-
opment. This would require strong consensus-
building skills and long-term efforts to build
mutual trust both among CESEDO member
states and, especially, between the two “big”play-
ers—the United States and Russia. For their part,
the latter two actors will need to resist the temp-
tation to engage in “great power politics” in
Central Asia—something that the region has been
trying to move away from since its independence.

CONCLUSION
Both Moscow and Washington seem to be devel-
oping an understanding of the need for coopera-
tion in Central Eurasia, even if their differences in
the Caucasus and Eastern Europe remain more
complex. According to A. Elizabeth Jones, U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State for European and
Eurasian Affairs,
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The United States recognizes that Russia
has legitimate interests in Eurasia based on
geography, economics and history. We
support good relations between Russia
and its neighbors, and we have no desire
to compete with Russia in a modern ver-
sion of the “Great Game”. Indeed, we
hope to find ways to cooperate in address-
ing some of the problems of the region.
But we also look to Russia to respect the
sovereignty and independence of the
other former Soviet states.54

Russian officials have reciprocated with sim-
ilar statements displaying willingness to work
together with the United States in the post-
Soviet space under certain conditions.

Supplementing the friendly rhetoric with
concrete cooperative institutional projects in
Central Eurasia requires a reassessment of inter-
ests by all the parties involved. At the moment, it
appears that both Russia and the United States
are failing to fully acknowledge the commonali-
ty of their strategic goals and falling back on
parochial pressures by various interest groups in
their countries.These pressures have not only pit-
ted Russia and the U.S. against each other in the
post-Soviet space, but also spoiled the general
atmosphere in bilateral relations with immediate
implications for many areas of mutual concern.

In order to bridge the gap in strategic think-
ing, Russia will need to disassociate parochial
interests and set forth a clear strategy in relations
with post-Soviet states. This strategy should
avoid the traps of over-militarization or frequent
resorting to the “energy supplies weapon”.
Moscow need not create bugbears out of small
and rather vulnerable neighbors with subse-
quent fixation on the imagined damage these
states can cause Russia. Outside of Russia, such
moves are usually interpreted as “bullying the
weak” and result in damaging Russia’s relations
with actors far more important for Moscow
than some of its immediate neighbors.

Reaching out to Central Asian countries in
cooperation with Russia also requires rethink-
ing a number of tenets of the U.S. strategy.
Washington does not need to aim at limiting
the influence of every other actor, including
Moscow, in the post-Soviet space. Russia is a
natural partner for most of its neighbors. For
them, quarreling with Moscow is fraught with

serious economic and socio-political risks.
Russia supplies them with energy or transports
their hydrocarbons, provides investment, con-
stitutes a vast market for consumer goods and
employs millions of citizens from almost all the
post-Soviet states. The cash that migrant work-
ers send home from Russia accounts for large
shares of the sending countries’ GDPs. Russia
also provides security to post-Soviet states in
the form of military equipment, training, and
joint exercises. The Russian language and cul-
ture continue to play a significant role in the
socio-economic development of most post-
Soviet countries. Motivated youths from
Central Asian, trans-Caucasian, and even East
European states still view Russia as source of
advanced education.

The United States and Russia can “agree to
disagree” on some of their approaches to rela-
tions with Central Asian countries. Yet these dis-
agreements may be addressed more productively
in the framework of institutions where Russia,
the United States, and interested Central Asian
countries share membership. It may take much
“out of the box” thinking to launch such insti-
tutions. It should be remembered, however, that
repairing or continuously maintaining any part-
nership requires a commitment to constant
innovation on both sides.
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